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a.

JA review of the research on child abuse suggests three'basic theoretical,

modelsto account for the etiology of abuse: (1) a psychiatric model,

emphasizing the role df the individual abuser; (2) a sociological model

highlighting the role of social factors in abuse; and (3) the effect of.

child on caregiver model pointing.toward the tole the child plays in

stimulating his own maltreatment. Each model suggests distincly.different

strategies for the-prevention and treatment of abuse. -After reviewing the

'v.'
research defining each theory,land criticallexakining the'remediaiion

-,,,N,,,

approaches based upon each model,.*this paper concludes by stating that
.

, .. .v. _ .

only strategiei based upon a serious consideration of all three mpdels,
- , 0 T

and thus addressing problems>of the abkiser, the victim; and the society,-
4

.
. .

,

can hope to .b.6 successful in significantly,reducing the incidence of abuse.
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Like so many other social, psychologi,cal,'and even med-Lcal problems,

(efforts to treltt child abuse are guided'by beliefs concerning the etiology
. t

.

of the disturbance. The research to date on child abuse hic,hlights three .

/-). .

, \,
. general theoretical models to account for the cause of

,
abuse. iEach suggests

. .

distinctly'dif,feprent strategies for remediating the problem of child maltr6tment. .

. _.

The purpose of the present paper is to-revidw the research definUg each of

these egree theoretical modelsin order to-critically examine approaches for

dealing with this disturbing (social problem. The paper will'be div,ded there-
:

fore-in two major sections: the first reviewing the research fallinywithin each

`-of these three etiological models::Che psychiatric, the sociological And .fhe.

e4ect of the-hild on caregiver modelS'; the second critically examining

treatment strategies derived from each of.these Perspectives:

THE ETIOLOGY OF CHILD ABUSE

Before proceeding toto a discussion of each of the three aforementioned

*.*

models, a number of comments must be made about this trichot6my,- all of. which.
.

point to the' major conclusion of this paper; namelk.that no single model can

0 .
. adequately explain the cause of abuse. As.a result, no-remediation strategy

.
founded solely upon one ofthese models to the exclusion of the othsrs can

hope to be successful-in significantly reducing or eliminating the.incidence

Of abuse.

The first point that needs to'be made vis-a=vis'this conclusion con cern's 'e
4,

4

:55
-Any similarities between this paper and that of Park e and 'Collmer are

.

purely coincidental ,and probably result from the structure inherent in the
.

gote.

literature reviewed. This paper represents-a revtied version of a more lengthy
6 Ts

and comprehensive manuscript that was outlined long before the author became

aware of Parke and Collmer'a work; only in those'places-whde.:their

been referenced have they influenced this work.

cA

ork has
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the fact that it is theoretically naive to assulL

who is the focus of the psychiatric model, exists.inC

. vidual abuser,

,f the society
,

In which he is imbedded, the focus of the sociolo;;icii 0.. No adoeuate

explanation of abuse can disregard; then, eithekt,he

or the abuser himself, as both to soci-ological and tend

the abuser

-to do,
4

0 A '

In addition-ritmust e recognized that.the child caregiver relationship

is not unidirectional i terms of cause a ?d effect _The Oliid influences and
4,5

) '. 'affects his parents well as being influenced and affected by them .

. 0

Furthermore,
this elationship capnot be .conceptualized in teens of a simple

...op -
,

.stimulus-regponse system; the interaction within this dyad, abusive or other-

.

wise, is con inually changing, resulting in a dynamic rather than a static
65

. .

interplay/of participants . Therefore, any model of abuse tliat,fruses solely,

upon o e participant of the parent-child system to the eX'clusion of the other

. member must invariably fail in its attempt to 'account for the process thy-ough

which abuse occurs.
,o,

.

Having made these comments with ,regard to the trichotomy of models to be

_discussed, the research relevant to each theoretical ,perspective will.Be

reviewed.

The Psychiatric'Model

Tate most basic assumption Of'the,psychiatricmodel is th4c..the factors.

whiCriaute,Abuse lie within the indlvidual'abuser. It.is the 'purpose of.this, ..

-
\( ,section of the paper to-teview the evidence which has been collected 'iodate ;

1 ..

-..

suggesting the. individual tq,7-to blAiie.. fo child abile.
- \

,

One common explanation of why -a perscrwlitir physt5ally abuse a child, ,..
,

. 4assumes the abuser to-be psychologicaisturbed - for only a deranged persona
. ,- ,

s .4,would Willfully hakm a poor, defenseless child. Although early writers n the
,,

i.,_

I. -
, ...e,
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.55
field teaded to reinforce this popular notion, an questions have, been

7-7 9.
'raised regarding the relatisonship between rental imbalanceoind abuse.

39 *0

In fact, Kempe, has recently estimated that less than 107., of ehild atusing

adults- can properly be aabel.led,mentally 411. .

Whett, less severe psychological disturbance is cited as a causati.Ve agent

responsible for the occurrence of abuse, more contemporary support can be.
37

found., In an early fpllow-up study of 31 clLildren classified as either,
18 IP

abused, unclassified or not abusiki Elmer, for example, found'that.4moiional

°

difficulties were common within the abusiVe fernlike-a: Ond-half of the mOtheia

of abused and unclassified children were judges, via'interheis, to be'

,

depressed, and many more of the abusive motherS thanthoseAof the other two
.

/
. .

coups reported disturbances in eating and sleeping as well as tendencies to
t ,

have -crying spells. It should-bt.noted that alchOholism has also been,
" ,.' 1033437,73 . ,.17

tomabuse...' '
1 ..c

c... .. .

4
. )

,
4. . I 1 ,the psychological disturbance most commonly, observed.in abusers is

. .

charact razed by a distort ed perception of the natureorchildhood. -Ratherr,*
. °- ,

,
. ,

.thed viewing the .young child' as a dependent organism who must Gt. cared for'
.

-"-
.and nuqpred, the abusive parent expects to be cared.idt: and ffrtured.by the child;

SO
,Morris and.Gouid l'abelied such a process role reverlail.:Jdhen children=..e ..,. .

4h.

fail in their 'role by not meeting their'parene eeds andixpectations,S
... , =

' '
.

..

psychodynamic theorists argue, abuse results; par&ht,.strikes baCk'in anger

..41..' dt'hfs'excessively dependent child who'has ecome a burden.rather than a source,
. ,,.

,

,,

.

-11,34,37,48;69 / . _ .
. ..-°-...-7 .

:,,,

of emotional support.-.
'.

0

' P

.tr. feature indicative'of the,paren s't4stattion of the nature of-childhood.
-

3

Ofteif'occuring'in conjunction ith foleifVersal.is an:additional personality

. .

AbusiVe parents seem to mai tain grossly inadcurate assumptions regarding
.

.../ ,,

the -child `s developinvcompetencies. The expected age,of onset f
.6

o various
6 /

.

. . * 4 6A ' 6 s
0 6

I A :4./ . 4 I
__" . behaviOral lapdmirks,sueisaa walking, talking, and bowel and liladder cOntrol). . .

.

.

.i,
.

4
.

..

.
,

.
..

,
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eanple, i0 %.,

Often poorly estimated. And these poor. estimates tend to b. x------, . .

.*- '
.

.
.

. ..set-

in the direction of expecting too much too sobyt. Once again such misperc tion

leads toparental fxustationgwith the child's excessively dependent state.
N.._ N .-=.:: :.-'..--, 1

When this f;Lisjerat/on becomes fob much for the parent, already disap ointed.

\with%the child's, failure to fulfill his prescribed role, anger to rds and
'. 33,61,69,70

, i

violence against the child result. ,

.
.N,.,Evidence'izi' support of this dxplanatiori can be found i the clinifal.

70 Al
ot

*ork of Steele and Pollack arid Galdston. In addition making excessively

high- demandS upon their children at all ages, their ents were, observed to*

ascribe to their infants an adult's capacityfor del erste, purposive.and

organized behavior.'. Anecdotal evidence best illu trates this phencimenon; A.. e

;.; Blumberg cites ,the case of one father whol jurig

9

his infant's crying:bentvior
73,

,to be intentional, motivated,by a desire to get back" at thetfather. Young

5
discerned similar disturbances in parents perception.

B efore concluding that such dist rted perception of childhood causeS-

abuse,a.critical appraisal of the ork upon which such an hypothesis is

based is required. It shOUld be otedthat theliriti-disms to follow are not

'solely charactertqiic b nor estricted t
5))

research highlighting the process

of role reversal among ab s ve parents. ,Bather, they apply morebipsdly to
;..

Much'of the research evi epce,in the field of child abuse.:Andneglect.
,

, .

Inveitigations in:thi
A

44,0 .4

that are non- rando- y selected. Furthermore, these studiesrarely employ

:area are most often comprise of small clinical sample?
.

4

.
'non -absivefamiesas.control groups. As a result of these design problems,

it is often fficult to ascertain whether theattributes ascribed ib.abuiers:
I.

. ,

are spec c to-these individuals or moregenerally characteristic of the

populat on,at large.

I

'lb



In light of,these criticisms it is interesting to note that the single,

well controlledi_empirical'inxedtigation a.med at testing-the "distortive

impression"hypothesis of abuse failed to find support, for' the contention that

abusive parents have excessively high expectations for their children's_ per-.

'71
formance.. A doctoral study by Stultz consisting in part

)
of interviews

-Ix three groups of mothers with children under the age of five, all representing

non-modal family types:(abused children, handicapped children, children
/
in day

)
, care), revealed no differences between the mothers in terms'of the demapds they

made -on their chi..---4.llren. 'However, it is essential to note that of three scales

,

. .

.

!/ /4 . .

deriVed from Stultz's interview, the measure of parental expectations was the

. least reliable; It seems reaso ble then, to retain this factor as pdtentially
A

influential in the occurrence of abuse since Stultz.'s study/cannot.be-considered

and 41.nce repeated clinical observations have'suggested that abusers.
ii

--t

, .
,

.

. . /
.

. ...

44'
defi tive

)

l ofteh do expect tooplch, too soonsfrom theirchildren. / -It must 1:e emphasized,

however,'that neither this vAiable, nor any other found to be related to-abuse

.for that matter, has beenshown, in and of itself, to be predictive of abuse.
.

17.
In fact,,a study by DeLissoVdy of young parents intlicdte's that ignorance of

,
.

developmentp.l landmarks in childrens' growth is a widespread phenomenon. It(

is therefoie doubtful that each parent who does not know whenhis child should

be 'able to walk or talk will maltreat him as a result of his unexpected slow,
.

or fast, progress.

The4,,sychiatric quest for an etiologic understanding of abuse must move

beyond a des ription of the abusive personality. Theyestion of interest to

those concept lizing Ause as a disturbance in the abuser, and thus
,

lor those conce ed wfth'treatment working'from thisAperspective, muzt. focus

upcin ifle life his ory of the abuser. And on this isle there appears to be a

,good deal of agree nt in the field; the one characteristic that abusers have

4.
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been repeatedly observed to share is a historyOf abuse or neglect in i.:heit" own
34,39,52,69,70,73,74,75

4-childhoods. Again in warning.ihOugh; such consenus should

not be interpreted to imply that each and every abuied or neglected child grows
S.NT.

up to be a child abuser himself. In fact, serious doubts concerning the validity\

of this intergenetational transmission proposition, grounded in the previously

6

discussed inadequacies,ofmuch of the child abuSe research, have repeatedly
22,36,38 .

,Appeared in the literature. Atok
,

)

Even among those in agreement with regard to the,previouslife hg.tories

of many abusers, lack of consensus can be found on a question of central concern
". .01 .

.

.
.

...,,,

to those involved with treatm'ent:. Why should -the experience of abuse or neglect

result in an abu-sive persOnality? As.will'be
highlighted in a later section,.!

Adiffer4t answers to 'this questiOn suggest varying remediatioh strategies.

Two theories are available that.attempt to account for the,process by.

which a parent's own previous history of child abuse and neg.ect results in
. '-

'his behavioreo childabuser. The first explanation issumeat abuse is
.

.

learned.' The process throilgh.whieh,ste learningsocCurs is modelling. .That is,

the maltreated child, as an .adult, simply imitates the child care practices he

,.-observed while stowing tip. One piece of evidence supportive-of this explanation_..

. . .

is the frequent obsservation.that abusive pareilts'do not react as intheyhave
. .done anything improper; fhis suggests that these individuals are similfy behaving

73 .

.in the only way they know how. ,,

.
t

10.

One difficulty with such an explanation is that then abusers must surely

have observed other adultscare for children. Why'then do they not odel these

more competent caregivers? One possibility based upon operant lean ing theory

iithat abusepresents a generalized form of behavior which the a user, as

57,58,59,60:s____cadad4,iwas reinforced for maintaining. In'lact, recent investigat ons

of the development of aggressive behavior indicate that parents and pe rs may

be instrumental in reinforcing such anti-social behavior patterns. That such

lowmaintained styles of social interaction could take the form of abuse in

- - -



aduLthood certainly seems possible.

-0

Recent analysis of data colleCted fot the National Commission on the .

1

Causps and'Prevention of Violence provides additional support for this cinten-.40 -
. .

.. 53
s

.

tion., Owens and Strauss found that interpersonal violence received as a child,
, .

observed as a cliild:'and Committed as a child,,correfated positively and consis

tently, though modestly;

An alternative ani

with the approval of interpersonal violence as an adult.

more'popalar model adopted to explain how abpseland

psychodynamic in nature. The abusive adult, dynamic
4

neglect lead to abuse is

theorists-contend, exist

of his early experience

s in kstate pf'emotional deprivation as a result
, t. ._ ......

. .

of not being loved. Having never been "motfiered", this

indiVidual-i-as'a parent, turns to his offspring for the nurturance of which he

is so in need. When this is not forthcoming, abuse, as discussed earlier in
11,33,48,7*

the proce of role-reversal, is likely to result.

a

Another interpretation, complimentary to the.preceding,one
I suggests that

,. children who are unloved never learn how to love. The absence of'an.early

Jolting relationship denies the child the experience necessary for the developMent
-48

of empathy, an essential component ofmature love.. And the inability tof

/empathize as an adult inevitably results in the parent's distortion of theO
,

nature ot childhood' en outcome of which may be role.reversal and with it abuse.
..

. 9,34,48.
.In additipn,' these unlove-children develop poor self concepti;

one consequence of such a negative self image is that as,adults; these individuals

believe their children to be worthless. the psyc dynamic process works as''

folloWs: "Since I am worthless., anything of me is alqo worthless." There

should. be nothing disconcerting, then; about tnAtitig a worthless object, the

child in worthless, hat-is, abusive way.. .

$ a wort,*

What these complimentary psychodynamic expl nations suggest, then, is that

early rejection, *abuse and neglect disrUpt the p

children wh6, as adults, tend to be_aggressiVe,

Interestingly, cross-cultural data analysed'by

4

xtpnality development of young

nsensitive, and.non-caring:
.63

ohner indicateithat-this'is.

I
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. *

.
f

.'4

a universal process not restricted solely to the American scene. Rejected,
s 6

unloved children,the world dyer, he discovered,.groW up to become hostile,
. .

agxessivet'adults who devaluate themselves and tend to be emotiohally unre-

sponsive. That adults' with such life histories and these characteristics
..-

abuse their children should not be`completely surprising.

' As one might expect, given t1 previous criticisms of the available
..

research to date, no.a0quate-test of efthei this psychOdyna'rlactheory oche
previously 'discussed learning explanationi has-beenwonducted. Hopefully;

rthis inadequate state of affairs will be cr)rteged in, the near future via
?

investigations sampling large populations at random while using controlled

designs.to explicitly test'hyPotheses.' Only by adopting such procedures

can the researcher be certain that those characterli.stics and experiences

identified .as distinctive attributes of abusers arelnot merely- characteristics-..*0,14re

of the greater popthationj6f.which abusers are-onlya part.
r

Although the social. learning and ipsychodynamic theories were presented

separately, this should not be taken to imply that.these are necessarily

competing eXplanatians. It seems reasynabre to assume,.untii evidence to the

contrary is offered, that both processes are,at work simultaneously.

. 1'To summarize, factors associated with anindi(ridualisticiexplanation of .
,

the opuses of child abuse have been, presented. .tri addition, an Attemp has

'been trade to defeimine how such characteristics ev 40ithin the abUser as

well as why they might eventuate in abuse. s a preface.to the following
r +

o section, it should be nc4edthat a gen
.

ral dissatisfaction with the psychiatric

model, as presently conceived,,panbe found among many writers ill ;De field.
)5,26,27

r.
4r Its strongest critic, Genes, has noted that of 19 personality' traits

,22,30

.identified as characterisgcs of abusers, only four have, been cited V two or
more authors. It. seems mandatory, t1A4tthat we look paSt-indliridualistic
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1

. .
, . ,.

explanatioris of ,abuse toward, as GeIles suggests, aiWore sociological evalu%.:
,., ..

'. ____ , _

.a ' . .

ation of the Problem. Before proceedihg, however, we should warn 'against.,/ )

. .

pitting these two approaches -against eac0 other,; our:understandincof. child.
.

-,. t

abuse.does not yet permit us the luxury of selectint one theoretical 'model -
.

and discal-ding another,
. ,

.

\. l'

. ,
..

-___L_The___Sociological Model.
. a

.
t

The sociological model is founded upon the premise that it is forCes within
. ,. .

. . .

the society, rathe4than within the individual, which are pri'Marily responsible
. . " .....

6r the ocourreneeof'child..abuse., At the very root of this modeA,is,,,the belief
. ,

that when families are subjetted to stiess,Iviolonce- is likely to result;' child-.

abuse is simply one form which this violence may take.

Thosesocial factors which have been found to be related'ochild abuse,.

l'; and. which have been suggested as likely to increase the stress under which

familfes ekist, will,be,examined. Before proceeding with this exami,n-
--,

ation, it should be noted that the Majority of the data ihiplieatingsthK;

social factors, and thettby suggestirig therelationship.between social stress

and child'abuse,was collected (front subjects contacted through, or records ab-
. ,

tained from; social,service agencies and hospitals. Since poorer. families
,-

are more likely to contact these agencies, a tendency exists for the lower
, ,- -. . '-,, .

. *,-0

.46

. 4 "
social classes to'be overrepreseKted, Thi's is an important consideration

-
, ,

.

.

- - to keep in.mind in evaluating,the.validity of the social stress,model; any
4 -

relationship observtd between socfsl'stress and child Wise may be artifactual,
.

_
the result of biased sampling. Because social stress happens to be a general

.
, .

.

/
/Ind widely recognized characterigtic of the'population studied, it may appear

'
.

.

, \
. to be causally retated to abuse when in actuality' it is merely 0 general char-,,, ,
.

9 90acteristic of.lawerIass families ofwhich the studied abusive families are

.

.
',

o Y ,only a part. ,. __I: ,

.'
. . _ .

.

"SoCial.dlass: Probably the most frequent} reported characteristic of
. _ ..

4'1
'-/,!

411



18,26,62,0-
. .

-..!

A
abusive and negfectfrl-families is their lower_soCioeconomic.stitus. .

. ..,. .

. .

Paul5or% and-Blake,, for example, examigled tile hospital. records of 96, identified,
u , . _

-cases,of tabUse'in the LosAngelks area between 1964 and 1967;:of the 50
4-

.
.

.

familliei fdr,which sufficient data was,available, 7.57.i5f
.

the fathers of these
. .

.

v.
, households worked in unskilled 'and semi-skilled occupations% 'SuppOrtivesof

1
. ,

.
. 31 ,

-f-'

these findings was Gil's 'later cdthprehftsive national survey of'13,000 abuse
7 .

ie,

ses; he founa'thatjhe 4comes of abusive families were below the natfonal
. ,,,-

,

. .

average.
:, 4

, t;
S ,

7"

I '...

before conclUding,however, that lower socioeconomic status and child abuse
.

7'S
.' tre,itextricably related, if,must,again be emphasized that few investigations

.

.. ,
.

.
.

..
.

.

noting ts-hiassocigtion-have sampled randdm cross sections of the p pulation.. .
. 37 , , ..

-A study hY.Johnsonand.NOrse- represents ,a case in point. Almost. a$1- the 1001 abused'
- .

1,
: .

.
,

/
Children' whose hospital records were txam4n4d by these investigators.lived. .

,.

in slums, one-fhird belonged to families` receiving public assistance.) and
.

two-thirds lived in hOuseholds headed by an adult who had less thel a'high.

school education. Note though-that,all these children's re8ords,were_dramd

from a hospital lbcated in adeConomicallydepressed'inner city areal It would

be improper, therefore,' to make generlfiations td'the,popuiation at large on
,.,

the boots of thii piece of research. ,
..

,

... .
,_'.' e

4Irrespective of the,preteding cautionaryreMark,- the relationship, between .q ,., ,.

6ES,and abuse can not be discounted A number of welldesigned-investigatiens

,

hive repeOtedly fqund support.for the contention that .abuse is more frequent
. 24 .

.

,:;

,

J among poorer families. Garbarinoi for example";iin:41hOt,might-be la belled.
,

,_ .

. a macro - variable` demographic study, found, by correlating characteriStics'of

.
, .

.counties, in New York state'with'thefx-regpective
rates of abuse,' that economic

stress ufas the best single predictor of abuse rates on the county ,level.

While adopting a completely differernt methodology, Giovanni and
'

1,3

32



-....:. ..--
.

.

were abl. y to demonstrate that eveewithin
a low SES population; income level 0

differentiated.betyeen'adeqUate, potentially -neglectful, and neglectful.
. .,

.....

families.. Hospital*iecords revealed that the neglectful famil.l.es were signi-

ficantly poorer than contrast _groups.

'Since a 'actable few workers in the field of abuse have reported that the
,

. .

maltreatment of;child'ren occurs across a wide array of SES groups, there is
.

II
I a .

.-
ameed tOlOcplain'why abuse is so frequently found to be related td lower

. m 28
social class status., Sata,from Gil's national survey shed ioffie light on

this subject. Ile found that the principle reporting agencies ofabuse were .
4

_hospitals (49%) and 'the police (23%); private physicians and social agencies

accounted for a mere 3% .of the reported eases of abuS"e he studied. 'Since it,.

. .

is well known that the poor, are more likely to use the public ospitals than

,the private physicians of t eif middle class couni-erparts,

4with the police fox that matter, it is not surprising that,
.

-popillation' is more likely to come under public scrutiny. It 'seems justified,

V -

or run into.trouble

abuse in this

then, to suspect that abuse in the middle'class is more frequent than 'studies

and surveys presently indicate.

;Wemployment: . In addition to being poor, or po sibly in conjunction with
-..--%

beihg poor, abuse appears in familiessuffering from unemployment. 511's. . .
.

/
.aforementioned survey found, that nearly one-half of the fathers mplicated

.._. 1in the abuse cases
atie

examined
.

were nO,CemploYed throughout, the yea in which

69 31 I

A

'the abusiVe_incident occurred. Even after employing elaborate statistical0
procedures in order to account for the biased reporting evident in Gil's data,45 . 0

Light found that ftthers unemployment remained important; this factor most

frequently differ ablisers.from non-abusers.

-Why should unemployment effect the. rate of abuse ?. One explanation offered: 2 .

by Gelles i§ that family violence,
possibly taking the form of abuse; may'

be a respdhse by the father to being dethroned as family provider. This may'

especially be the case when unemployment results in a sense of personal
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12

powerlessness; for one way f6 retain thaerPowe
62

against defcnseless children.

s by exercising one's force

An alternative, though not necessarily c9mpeting explanation, considers
7,'>, .. ,

.-..,,- .

i 7it important that the unemployed parent-spends a large period of time, prt-.

..

.,viouily spent
.

at the work place, at home. If the parent is not prepared for

the everyday pressures resulting from being around children, or if his ineot-
.

=,-,:
1- 4) ,.

-actions with them)even'under the best of circumstances, are not harm-onious,
.---74,

-thep the likelihood of his beComing'angry and expresilng this sentiment

-pwaid the children is enhanced.

Whatever the actual mediating process by which unemployment increases the

likelihood of abuse, it is fairly obvious that the losi of `a job can result

in an exceedingly stressful home situation with potential for volatile social

interaction.
, .4

Social Isolation: An often citecharacterisitc of abusive families is

I

7,23,32,45,62,69,74
.their general isolation from the rest of the community.

,
Elmer'sft early study ftund that abusive mothers had fewer formal as well

18

asrformal associations outside the hoMe than did. two comparison groups of

mothers..., In 74daton, these abusive parents scored higher on an index of
52-

anomie.- More recent work by Newbergeeand'his colleagues reported similar

results. In comparing three groups of subjects, these researchers found that .4

abusive'and neglectful families had fewer phonei and perceived their neighbor-

hoods
*

as4Fsm friendly than acontrol.group'.

Two explanations are available to ac nt for-this oft:cal-4 assOciation
f'between social isolation and child abuse'. A' theory based upon social conformity

posits .thatlaberrarif SehaviorJsuch
as,childmsltreatment could Occur;Onli

.wder:conditions- in which normal social sanctions regarding child.care'practices

are lacking.' Fqmilies that,reteive few visitors, be they friends, neighbors,r'

1.L1
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or' relatives, and whose contacts with the outside world are infrequent, would,
_ -

be unlikely to have their caretaking scrutinized and rhus criticized when

and ifit surpasses socially accepted limits.

An alternative, but not necessarily lompeting explanation, posits-stress

as the critical attribute to"accoUnt-forIthe
relationship-between abuse and

14;22 39
\isolation. According to Kempe, what abeslye families lack is anlifeline."

During particularly stressful times, they have no means of escape; nofriends

or,relatives to turn to for help. Data from a recent study by Green; Gaines.
34

and Sandgrund supports this contenti
,

viewed by these researchers reported

A -

rearing role 'because they felt aliena
. ,

follow-up analysis of thii data indic

extent, these abusive mothers receive

many of the,60 abusiVrinothers inter

they could not find help in their child-

ted from extended families. In fact,.

ated that:to a statistically significant

d.less assistance ~in' caring for 'their

children than did a comparison group of 30 neglectful mothers, who,-it should
O

be noted, received less assistance than did a
33

ful controls.

r group of non-abusive/negleCt-
.

0

A_number Of fact associated with child abuse seem .to foster the isola-

tion which characterizes 'so many of these families. Poi example, both

single parenthood and high mobility have been found to be frequent in
31,33,42,73

abusive households. Whatever the reason for the observed iolat

the data seem.td indicate that when families are'cut oft from the coMmUn ty,

on,.

both in tgrms of'fOrmal and informal ties, the probability of stress creases,

the possibility of social sanctioning of child carepractices decreases;
.

and; as a result, the likelihood of abuse is enhanced. ,...

;00 .

4pSize of ratpiiy'and Spacing,of Children: Additional characteristiCs'of
________

4, IN

structure which appear to be related Co the incidence of child abuse,..-
,

.

.

. .
. 32,..arelthe number df children. in the family and the spacing of these.children. '

,

.
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Gil's national survey revealed that not only did the proportion of abusing

families (39.57.) with fotit Or more children exceed the proportion found in

the general population (19.67.), but that the-proportion of abusing families
,

with one or two children (187. and 22%, respectively) was less'ihan that
. 73 ,

found in the population at large (327 and. 30%, respdctively). 'Young's

early study, of abused and neglected Childrendisterned the same pattern; 207.

of the families she.investigated had fewer than three children whereas 377(
4 .

had greater .than six!

- The relationship between- family size and child abuse does not appear
A 45 '

to be'restricted solely to thd United States.- Light reported that in

both New Zealand and England the proportitp of,ibusive familieS with four

or more children is much greater than that found in the general \populations.

Working within the stress model, the relation'' between. family size and

incidence of abusersuggeststhie the more children the family has, the greater

the strain paced upon the available resources, economic and otherwise. If

the family is poor to begin with, it is easy to imagine the increase in stress

that accompanies each additional child.

,Data on spacing indicate that children increase stress ,in ways other
,

.
, .

.

than Simply adding to the drain on available resources. The fact that.abuse
.

is found more frequently'in families with children Closely spece&suggests

that the daily choke ofNcaretaking can become so burdebsome as to result in ' .

abuse, When resources are scarce and children are close in agb, articularlyO

if Young and thus highly dependent, -the disruptive.fOrces plaCed Upon IfamilYe '

life increase diamaticallygroabably
past the point.at which scrigle;C'ainchOpe

,,,.
do,

. .

A1
to cope effectively.

.

..

Marital Discord. and Household Disorganization: Twinternal aspects of 4
*

family life have frequently, been assoitated with the occurrence of child abuse:

1',
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marital discord and household disorganization. .%11 car;

that suggested the,relationship between child malcre.Itcpaut Jr," .!Ls:,..-3;izt'..(1.
I

hiahouseholds' st be interpreted cautiously since she f:t.wii%:d o.',y .1..;.0 .1
.

.
, .

clinical sample Of.abusive and-neglectful families. More d6finitiii: ':onclu-

sions can' be drawn, however, from a lbter and better desil;n6d
18

conducted by Elmer- that included a group of abusers along with Mo cfatrast

groups. Her observational data indicated, in substantiating the reliJility

of Young's early work, that abuiive households had fewer systematic routines-

than non-abusive households.

Bah of these investigators also reported that marital discord was high

in abusive and neglectfdl families. Elmer measured this by:questioning her,

subjects on their frequency of-quarreling, with their spouses sand about any,
e , ,4

repeated separations. Young reported that little shared activity occurred
33-

between couples in abusive families. And, more recently, Green found in

his-previously cited controlled study, that abUsive mothers were experiencing

more marital difficulty at the time they were interviewed than were mothers,

from neglectful and non-abusive/neglectful comparison groups. It remainsP .
....

.

unclear, however, why marital,dfffi'culty was m ?ntioned by three times as

Agri many mothers in the control (217.) as in the 'neglect group'(7%). Nevertheless,

\k'it shoul be Feritioned thdt the absence of a warm, affectionpte relatiansh
.

,

44,
.

.
...-

within the marital dyad in abusive household& hats been repeatedly.noted by
* - 9,74

Aresearchers working withsmall eliniCal samples.
,

*,/;:ezIn light pf these f dives it is interesting that practitioners have fre-
,

39
,.

. .
.,. -

quently observed d -nom4abusinsydult-.protecting his or her abusive partner.
A.

Such protection tomes in both active and passive forms; the spouse may deny .

his partner's behavior or More simply fail to report. it to the proper All-r ) .

ities. Two possible "ixplanations are offered to account fot this paradoxical
1
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behaVior." The silent partner ;ay .be an abuser himself or may simply he

in such need of a companion, however iuzdequato, that he or she cannot take

the.approeriate steps to protect his/.her own children.

Family stress seems qulte likely to be.the result of the documented

household disorganization and marital discord found'in abusiire families.

One can only suspect that when the internal workings of the family breaks '

down, as a result of external stress or independent of it,*that theqotential,

for abuse.increases.

It seems, on the basis of the work reviewehere concerned with the

e

social stress model of abuse, that what is lacking in these families are adequate
At

coping ;skills. In some sense, the striking out-againchildren may be a

coping strategy'itself; an attempt to exert one's power 'in a powerless

.-,
situation, an attempt to quiet an annoying Child when the resources are not

x
available to net his needs; or ah attempt to,control and organiZe a world.

-. ,-,
, ,

...

that seems to be lacking in organization.

More' appropriate coping strategies-must-be available, however;, eveh,upder

such stressful conditions; other families subjected to'similar stress do not.

resort'o abuse. This suggests, then, ,that however helpful a social stress

or general sociological model .appears to be in. accounting for abuse, that:It'-.

, .cannot, in andof itself, explain why abuse occurs. In other.words, in
.

.

addition toconsideringt.the 'str'essful social forces that impinge upon a

family and'the psychiatric histories of the 'adult family membersrA:ie

examine- "other parameter's of influence that might cause abuse.' In the next
4v

section an Attempt atfhis is undertaken by examining the child's ro e in abuse.

'The/Effect of the Child4On his Caregiver-,Model

Our attempts to conceptualize the system of relationships existing
.,

between adults, children and the society in which they live, in order to
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-obtain a better understanding of ,the *ocess at work in, child abuse, have been, to.

a.great extent, Aimitedby tha general theoreticaL models available in the
.

social sciences. The notion that parents and society shape the developing
-

, , .. .

_ .
...

young organism-thin ugh a process lb-belled socialization is one of theme oldest,-
... ..

66,
.

.

.

.

most widely accepted, and well entrenched -of these models. Only in the

relatively recent past has this:unidirectional approach to socialization, so/
/

long the cornerstone'-. in our thinking about child development, been seriou ly.. 3,4 .- 4
questioned._ .

Contemporary psychological theorists and searchers alike, par icularly

those concerned with.Ehe parent-child em, are becoming incre singly aware

that at the very moment in

developmenb, thos:chi

arents are'affecting their
4

ildren'

red are themselves exerting an eno ousl,amount of

inhuence upon the b ior'Of their own parents.

The possibility that ,h a bidirectiona). proce// of cause and effect

,..1, -might lie at work in casesof ld abuse was firs considered when researchers

and practifioners began to te, in many ins, noes, that a'single child within
11 ,

a large family was selected as thetarget of abuse. Idfact, in one documented ._:_.
%.

.

. . 0case, a child was abused not only in tis n home,-bilt in the-foster -home in
,.e

4946.
.

.

which he was placed as
.e

well (McKay, ci J a by Nilowe and Lourfe ). The
--.......44,.-.

question that arises, oficourse,is y; Why shoulda singe child.b&come the

/.target"of maltreatment?, Is they something that the abused child is doing,

that would implicate him as a aus tive agent in abuse?

In this section of the aper, vtdence collected to date concerning characteristic

of abuseichildren that p t to the role they might play in their own

treatment will be sel tively revie ed. Before proceeding with this review,'
,

'
t

'Amore o'OMpr ensive review of r Mated research can be found 'in a recent paper
,

.,, , , 20
.by Friedrich

,Boriskiti.,Once agai it should be noted that this Paper is based

4 t '
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4.

however, it is necessary'to point out th'at in conceptualizing the.role og the '

child, we are not/restricting ourselves to willful and intentional 'patterns
.

._ .

. .. . ,
.

of behavin %ailfled at-inciting one's parents. _In fact, as wewill see, many--
.

,

.?
.

of. those features
.

Observed in abused children that implicate them as-:elicitors

-" of breatment, iAlude'personal peculiarities over which they have'no control., /°.
. ,

. .

It has often been argued that abused childrdn differ from their siblings
.

, ,. , ' -,,,f,

and peers prior to their Maltreatment. ,In support of this contention are data-
- .

.

28 .

from Gil's survey showing that 29% of the identified "abused children exhib-

ited some deviationS in social : interaction and general functioning..krior to

their reported abuse. An additional 147; suffered from'sope difficulty. ,nS

physical functioning.with .8% displaying some form OtintelleCtUal impairment.'
8

Or
<4 iBirrel and Birrel, their investigation of abused children in Australia;n ga.

. ,
.

. ,,\noted a similar pattern of- abberant develOpment; one quarter\of,theie42
. .

subjectt were found to have been born with physical anomolies.//JohnsOn and
. 37

/'Morse, working with a*large clinical sample,'foundthat a full 70% oftheiP'
.. ,

full

,, ,
101 index caseS'exhibite& some form of ditvelopmentaLdeviatiofir- these'took

. ,
.i ..

.

theloim of poor' peech, physidal deformities and toilet and feeding problem .

1'

It' is, interesting to note that even the child welfare, workers who dealt with
,

these,chilOrtn reported them to'beUiffiCult to 'manage. tiey 84aracterized
./ .

/
1.

, 'them as "whiny, fussy, listless,
chronicall5c.cryi2ng, demanding,-seubbordemanding,stubborn., ,resistive'

.

. -

negativistic, pallid, sickly, emaciated, fearf i, lianickyl'unsmiling::%" (p.. 149)..

.1-. )

.These data, then, suggest that these atypical children whoieseem to.rum,,D

,41 high ,risk of being abused, are ext4mel),difficUlt to care4A, Alln the

case, of. parents ,lacking the 'need esou skills and information.

upon a more lengthy manuscript/written prior to the appearance of the, just

cited review; only where it is referenced has it influenced the present work.

2 1



reqUired:far taking ccre
o

'9 Is4;
- '9..

and coping with.an atypical. child, it seems
.

''. .plausible that abuse is a eaayed response tq the frustration experienced
.

. t ..
,

role. Daily parenting'is an extremely demanding job;,
.,,

.4.

. \ i . W

vtign- the necessary reinforceMent offered by a happy, responsive and smiling,
...:.

in'he

child-is not forth"coming',Athe'fourden of the tasli, may become tow great for

certain- parents.

PrematUrity.in the .form

has also been idenaiild as characteristic of. abused children. FontanaJ),

a aw

of low birth weight and'early gestaional age
47 ,20

found that one-quarter Of his maltreated subjects were below averatein ::E
. 18 :4 , ,.

weight at birth; Elmer and dregg reported a similar figure (30%)2..fo'r the '
4....

.#4,samply they studied. And after exampling the case records of 51 children
-..,

dia-gnosed,as suffering from"the battered child syndrome " who'had been ad-,
.

,-,,

mitted to Montreal's-Ch ldren's Hospital over a nine year period, -Klein and -1
41 " 4' . I ''. . . a

,-Ste discovered .that 23.5% weftbelow average in weight at the time tf
r

...
.

.

their birth. . ,, , ,-4....:.

.

Sinei the normal incidence of low birth weight in the .population atfarge'
. .

)

is between 77. and 8%, it'appears that children born prematurely run
t
the in

, --

creased risk of being the*victims of abuse. The question which tremaihs,io

be answered is why. Two possible explanations are available. The first

,follows directly from the.previous discussion of the,relat&opshipbetween
fx

-atypicality and abuse. -Since we know that premature babies are likely.4o
15

suffer developmental diffictilties, it follows that their chances ofhbein5.

abused increaie'withithe seriousness of their deviations;

'ti The second explanation for the relationship between prematurity and abuse;.,

ts.

V.."
1,

is based upon some recent inrestigations emerging from two projectsexqmining,
,

the e f ct of early mother - neonate separation andt. 0,44,68

Kennel, Klaus and their colleagues

later mother-infant inter-
, ,

havedisccvered.that normal

CV 6



hospital procedures involving the separ tion Ormothers and their premature

infants, for extended periods of time when the infants. are placed in inten-
t

i e tare nurseriestmay disrupt the social bonding which naturally occurs

tween the mother and ber Neonate... Such disruption, it is argued, may
.

negatively inflxtence the mother's developing attachment to her baby; one
0

consequence of which may be pla,Zing her infaneat increased risk for Other

than biological reasons. If this is indeed the' case, and abuse is oneof
r.

the possible sidd effects of such early separation, then a Careful look at

standavl hospital procedures is in order (see 'section on Remediation).

Ariother characteristic of the child which has'been linked,to the Oc$urrence

of abuse involves the decisions made when the child was conceived and horn.
9.

Blumberg haS suggested that an unwanted baby, resulting from an unplanned

prebency, is` likely to be rejected; ndone manifestion of such a reaction
. 33-,

.,
may be abuse. Somedata recently,reported by Green provide support for

t .
.

this tontentionv 84% and 89% of the 60 abusivd and 30 neglectful_mothers,he

interviewed reported *leir 5=13-year,old indeX children to be.unplanned;

whereas the respective figure,fOr a nop:abusive/neglectful control group.
.

4

Was557.. Since somany "mistakes" axe probably not abused, as indicated by
. .0 1k

the siieable figure for Green's control group, it would be erroneous to

concitide that this characteristic is sufficient to resUlt.in abuse. However,

. when the unplanned child effects.a significant drain upon already limited,

, 1resources, when he is the result of an illegitimate union, or when he serves

to come between his mother anfie fafher,.it seems likelY that the potential for
.

abuse woad increase dramatically:
7-- ....

e
,.

-

.. .

s'.The work reviewed : related td the'third theoretical model-udder'-
. .i; -

.. ..

discussion.has so far been concerned with Charactertstics of the child3oVer

whichhe has no control that may increase his chances of-being
1

Maltreated:
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Is there anythit the child does that Ym ght cause abuse lmt4hich,he might ,
4%,

55,56
be able to control?' Recent work by Pa -Ike and his colleagues . suggests that

them- is. These researchers had adults observe chinred's reactions to being
A

disciplined on a videota0ed monitor; they were then instructeoito-press a..\.button indicating how they would rtspond if the child, misbehaved on a second

occasion. By systematically altering the child's response,.these researchers

# ,
were able to show that the punishment the' child received, was a function of

t
the way he behaved; whervhe responded reparatively (by offering to replace

the book he had knocked over) adult's reacted significantly less puniti ely. .
than when he behaved defiantly. ,

. .

/
In this section of the IMper)some Of:the'charaCtitistics of the abused

(4..hd /
/

:
,'

4

ChildrAilch exist prior to his maltreatment
Athat have been im icated as

. /

e

causative agents in the process of abuse have been reviewe,

recognized that those few ellavdcteristics discussed rep esent only a small

It should be

portion of the ways the child mpy actually elicit b . Of utmost importance

4

may be the match between the attributes of the child and tho'sef his care
, \ 72

.., -

giver. Children are known,for example, to vary in heir activity levelS.

. If a slow paced mother has a highly energig child, the ,potential -for`

conflict w appear to be sizetable. Co eisely, a highly active mother ,

(or fathe ) with an inactive an4 unresp nsive child may find herself

. / -

eems'to it important, then, is the congruency

and expectations and her chiles characteristics.

resenting the child. What

between,a parent's desire

-I

Children aA also Icnow to differ in their nee for physiCal contact;/

Schaffer and Emerson -found t i;a small ,group. the infant's they:studied

lers; theSe children fussed when held too long
could be labelled non-cudd

.

and rarely clambered- oh their, parents' laps.44.7*Efier:244 father expecting

to have a close physi 1 relationship with Pis child might interpret this

VP"
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?' 1*

tendency to avoid proximal contact as a sign of rejection. The potential

for'pare'ntal baCklash in such a situation is certainly conceivable.
.

11*
,

.

Temperament would-also 'seem to be an important factor in determining
.

.

72
how a parent reacts to his child. The work of Thomas, Chess and Birch --

indicates that some children are more difficult to care for than lie

'others. They are slow to warm up pl new'situations, foods end places, and ,
:rt of

are not Well cycled in their biological rhythms. In addition, they seem4
b

.-..to have lover thresholds of distress. If the parent himself irnpt sensitive
...,/' to such kdiosyneratic characteristics., and/or,dannot adapt to them, the .

,

potential for parent-child conflict must surely increase . and with it- .

.04

the possibility of abuse.

From thcse additional comments it is apparent that the' thild brings much

into his relationship with his parents which may be extremelyilfluential
,

in determining the,way in which he is treated. For tta reason it is

essential, as suggested earlier, that any theoretical model hoping to

explain abuse, consider the recipient of that Ouse as an integral part of

the system in which maltreatment occurs.

It has not been the goal. of the paper through this,point to build a

comprehensive theoretical model of child abuse. Rather, its morek,limited_____

purpose was to identify some of the building bl6ks which any adequate
1

model must eventually include. Therefore, not only have the forces at
. U-

.

.work withili the individual and the society which contribute to the problem,-.

of abuse been critically examined, but c'haracteris.ics of thlmaltreited child

14which may effect and contribute to his poor; treatment have been discussed

as well.

As the groundwork has,now beei laid; it is appropriate to turn to an
..
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examination o

models of:the

remediation

remediation strategies based

etiology of child abuse.

e

REMEDIATION

a

upon,these

It

three theOretical

goal of the remainder of this paper to critically examine

strategies) derived ftom each of the previously discutsed

models dT'abUse,:that have been implemented or,ckIld be implemented_ in the

near future:

The Psychiatric Model

The classic approach to treating, child abuse

1"444,?:,

r

as an individual problem

,Jtakes the form of. psychotheiapy. The adoption of such a technique assumes_

that deepseated emotional disturii-ances are responsible for the abufier's.

4.

violent and agtressive behavior. In

principles, of psychodynamic therapy, it is expe6ted that' the aberrant

behavior will disappear IhenInsight into its etiology is achieved.

accOrdancefith this thesis and the-
.

AMbre behavior'

of interacting with

environment .which MD

oriented therapy assumes that abuse Is a learned pattern

children-. By creating conditions in the'abuserrs

ronger reinforce this behaviot1/4but rather supportw .
.

. -....

. . .,..more appropriate strategies, for. dealing with childien,dit is assumed that the, ..
'7,

.,.....

abusiveybehavior will be extinguished. A recent
,

ana excellently designed

obser'va'tional -investigtion of abusive, neglectful
_.--X--

, and control lamkliesr

interacting in structured situations iii their own'homes, provides some

12,13guidelinei for the directions suCh,modification.eff6rts ought to 'take.. I.

, .

' 0'To cite only two of the many. findings ',merging from* il.wscdetailed behavior

recordings of f ily interaction relevant to the iisuepf,modification, Burgess
in,

..., .....

and his 'associates repotted that mothers in legally identified abusive

*

, ^
: A ?families directed 497:fewer 'positive contacts to 'other family memberssanir

responded negatively to 'their children.07. more fteqiientlYthan did mothers'

.410

3
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(
in matched control families.

A popular approach to remegation-, loUnded upon a somewhat mord psycho-.
1

dynamic model of abuse, employs lay therapists to be a friend and confidante;

of the abuser. Beginning with the assumption that it is `the absence of
, -

nurturant and caring relationship, either in childhood or in adulthood,

whieh elentuates in role reversal and abuse, the therapist functions to
, A

emotionally support the parent; The propopenwof such an approach argue

that professional tiitrapists.are not essential or even necessary; warm,

I0sensitive adults, experienced in reising'their own childr %, .inu)can under- 1

stand the abuser's situation and empathize with his plight', are quite

capable of filling the role.

In order for this remediation strategy to be effective, however, it is

4.- essential that'the therapist not threaten the abuser; for this reason, persons-A ,' $ .-- -
. -

indigenous to the community of the abuser are most often. employed. In.9,

. .

.. , 9.i, . ,I , t.r . addition, the therapist must recogniie that the pareqt not the child is
-.

.-

the sole focus of his concern. Unless the parent ca

lk

t some-.
.

Cdne is especially interested,in his well ing ana not y available to

help the childrenv.,, It is doubtful that the botA$14t will. function successfully.
. .

(

Self thelpgroups modelled after Alchoholics Anonymous are also being
1 4'

''?' t 1 "' .,r,
:`''

. _
employed to help child abusers. Parents Anonymous, as these groups are L-

called, assume, like the lay therapy'program, that the abuser's. lack of
,

emotional, support and absence of a sense Of being underatoqd lie at the'root
-. ,of his problem. ,From the ego

. strength derived from the group interaction
-

process, fostered by the realization that he is 'not alone and by the,establish-

went of empathi?.relatiOnships with others,: the abuser,-it is believed. becomes. ; A
. . .

.able to.diScontinue.his problem behavior. . .

Although little, if ant, research
data -exist evaluating

the;,..rerdeive.
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effectiveness of these various approaches to remediation, it is reasonable

to hypothesize that two components of any psychological technique must

exist before it can succesafully'reduce the probability of abuse occurring.

First, the psychological needs of the abuser must be understood and treated.

With the exception of the behavior modification therapy, all,the techniques

reviewed include this componeqt to some degree.' The lay therapy and self-help

group approaches more adequately achieve this criterion than does traditional
.

,

psychotherapy; both rOacheS provide the individual abuser with the emotinal

support he desirep, whereas psychotherapy qffers him primarily insight into

his poblems.

The second component hypothesized as essential for an effective)

individually'oriented, remediation strategy involves providing the abuser

with some type of behavioral alternative to his abusive response. It is
.0'

this characteristiewaieh behavior modification exemplifies but which

traditional' psychotherapy and self-help groups seem to be most lacking.

Modelling of appropriate-behavior is. built into the lay therapy appro

_which, when considered with its previously discussed advantage, wouleSuggest,

-it to be a'potentially effective technique. The psychological literature
- glii ' - ..,

4

on imitation indicates that modelling of the therapist would be likely since

the role expressly involves being nurturant and supportive to the person
2

Wit is to do the modelling. ,
4

1 -
,...,

Having reviewed and commented upon some of the strategies of remediation
.

;Pt..

based upon the psychological model of abuse, we turn next to those that
.

, 47.-. .
.

represent logical extensions of the sociological'model.

7

The' Sociological Model
;..

UnderlIth'the.gociological model of child abuse is the basic assumption,

that it is, the COnditions,within
the society that cause,abuse. Logic4

1 28
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-
extrapolation from this premise suggests that if the incidence of abuse is

to be reduced, thenfthe social conditions that foster it must be altered.

Ale following consists, then, of .an eXamination of the'remediardon

efforts already implemented, based upon, this.philqsophy, as yell as other

suggested, but not yet implemented social changes expected to-reduce'the

incidence of abuse. .

28
'Working within the framework of the stress model, Gil has argued that

4
only a radicial restructuring of American society can be effective in coping

with the problem of child abuse. Basic to this restructuring is the .revamping

of the resouce distribution system as it presently exists; poverty niusE, be

eliminated unconditionally and education must be'offered to a l who desire

,//ic. In addition, comprehendive healthcare and social services, and adequate

. housing and4'income must be the right of every citizen. Obviously,,
recommenuations.have not been implemented and there is some basic disagreement

as to whether such a radical transformation of society would, in and itself,
55

wipe out abuse.

Other writers heve also suggested socially oriented approaches to .

remediating the prOblenvof abuse but have been more modest in regards to -
*:,

P(..
.r:

wh'Ot they see as necessary social)changes.
Exerapolating from his data.

4

2"46'41indicating thatthat theeducatiOnal and day care facilities available for"'

pre4'Schoolers are highly predictPve of abuse on a county level, Garbarino

has suggested that mor*child care networksie established. Xhe stress

model posits that full time care-of young childrenis extremely demanding:

and that any Services offering part time relief might greitly reduce the' .

pressure placed upon pares which cause them to abuse.

Ctisis nurseries have teen established to deal With this problem on an
. r

emergency.
nbasis, When parents are experiecing the stress - of caregiving to

.

the extent that they feel they might'express
their anger'and frustration

4120

,
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",'-

by-abusing their children, these centers serve as dropping off points.

When the parent has composed himself, 'possibly by having a few hours alone,

or mpxe replisticaliy,..JA fewer children to cope with, he returns to,reclaim

the 'child.

Homemaker services have also been made availableto abusive families In

attempt to establish an orderly environment in homes that are known-to be

sorely lacking in, organization. This, it is argued;-will not only reduce
I.

immediate pressures but -educate.parents in ways to panne their family so

t at the stress of daily life need not become greatet than is necessary.

One of the most frequently cited characteristics which seems to differ-
.

entiat abusive from non-abusive families is.isolationafroM one's neighbors,

relatives, an formal and,informal organizations within-the community.

It has been suggested that in those,communities,where abuse is frequent,
44.3

. , .

socia'Unetworks should be-encouraged in order to help integrate isolated

families into-the mainstream of community life. A proposal by Bronfethrenner,

10 1
and Cochran is focused directly toward this issue; -utilizing community +.4

. skpport workers, these researchers hope to stimulate the development of social f

.
,

.,
.

. 1.4networks which will function to suppOrt f ilies in their childrearing
_ , .

role. Although this "geological experime 0
,

is not aided directly toward

reducing theAcidence of abuse, there is no reasotothat programs with thins:.., ...a

specific goal in mind could not adopt such a treatment-=prevention model
x,

The'recognitition that parents need help in their roles as child--

rearers-uggests en important approach to social change which might have

long term effect's on'rates of ause as well as the geneial'rearing of,
-:-

;America's children, and is related to one,consequence ofthe observed

!decay of the extended family and the.institutionalizatfOn of:public education

in. this country:' 'radical age segregation Withiri the pre-adult population.

30
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thildrenin Ame,ca spend most of their day-with peers and, as a yesult,

iarely interact with children younger or older'than themselves. It is

here suggested that our society's failure to socialize itatchildren and

_

1,teenagers-for parenthood by not providing them with practical/experience
,Cit- ,

_ .4,-,, ,

in caring for Children may be'greatly responsible for the rising abuse

__ and neglect rates that have been observed.

A remedial approa h to this problem has been adopted o an emergency
\\

basis in the case'of child abuse; child tmanageMentclasses are offered to,,.

. i .:. s. '

abusers in hopes of training them to be better child rearers. Unfortunately,
.

It

it has been documented that many similar attempts teach parents have been..,

M.

16 401

relatively unsuccessful. These disturbing findings suggest that an

alters aeive strategy*foiaccoMPlishing this same result needs to be adopted.

One re commenda tion,, heartily endorsed by this writer, iilthat

zation for parenthood begin, early in We. By permitting and encouraging

school age children and teegagers toexperience and care for young children,'

it ii hypothesized That they will not only gain an important sense of

416.1-

responsibility,-but an awareness of and sensitivity to childhood as well.

a

Through experiencing 'some ofithe'responsibiities, joys -and displeasures of
A.

/caregiving while.growingrop, adults might be better able to decide whether
1

4
they want to,raise,children.

One hypothesized outcome of such responsible decision making is that
kz:

indiViduals-who have

of rearing that they

discovered before they accepted the full responsibilities

do not enjoy caregiving, would choOse not to become
...--

parents. ':'T hose adulti. who lave: heireir early experienee.with. childr0
4". 4.- --. .

to have been enjoyable-and
rpwarding,yet difficult and trying at times,.-,..-

would be able to confidentiY,,yet not naively, choose to become pavents.

'A social and educational policy that supported programs aimed At

socialization for parenthood might greatly effect the-'4Ae' Of child'a u

er
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"Potential abusers, discovering that childrearing is not a role, they desire

to adopt,,would likely forego -the respOnsibilities of parenthood.- Present

day abuse stemming from ignorance of chil4 bOavior and development shbuld

become all but non-existent. The early experience:of responsibility d 1 ed

of

from caring for children. might also increase the self-esteem of those most

in need of some ego support which their own.homestfail, to provide and whichI

we have seen to be 'related to abuse. And finally, abused children would be

able to observe alternative models whose childcare_behavior they might'

imitate; such modelling could be rewarded and in thi' vay we might be able

to break the oft noted
inter-generational cycle of a use. These ideas

represent just some of the ways in which adequate early experience in care-

taking before adopting the role 1u114tIme might decrease the incidence of

abuse.

Two final factors implicated.by the sociological model which, if altered,

might reduce abuse are the rampant violence levd"
can-be obServed at all

levels in our satiety end more specifically, the genera/ acceptance of
28 //

corporal punishment as a means of discipline. Gil has argued, as have27
others, that abuse is a natural'extension'of the everyday-violence so

accepted as part of the AMerican scene. Not o ly are,our rates of homicide,

assault and battery and other violent crime higher than in 'other western. ' J

55countries, but so is the frequenby of v lence which is portrayed on television.

,
z

/
i - '.

-When these disturbing findings a Xtaposed to American attitudes toward
. ./..: ,' . .... ,

. .physical punishment, as recently ated by the Supreme Court's decision

that under certain condition§, school personnel may corporally punish a. ,,student without parental permission, one may conclude that abuse represents
/4. ..

--:

..4

behavior Only quantitatively; but not qualitatively different from that

.r.

'

encouraged by our social 'Values. .Only when cultur'al attitudes toward violence

Corporal punishment in particular are, altered, can we expect the rates of

32
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.

4abuse to decrease.' Until such a'tiime, sociologiCal -theorists,argue, most of

our remedial approaches arebound to be ineffeCtive because y are working

at cross purposes with the cultural forces inherent in Americap life; they

arc directed Only at the symptom of child abuse rather than its cause.

L
Tfle Effect of the Child on His Caregiver Model

The U'tird and findl theoretical model discussed was founded upon the e,
,

e

. premise that something Within the child stimulates " his parents to maltreat'
, / .

him. Treatment strategies rived from this model, then, aim to alter those

attribute of the child that elicit abuse or, when this is.not possible,

alter the parent's manner of responding to those qualities and characteristics
- .

that they find, consciously or uncohsciousiy,disturbing.--
..

.The work of Parke and his colleagues:discussed earlier, concerning

adulti' reactions to children's responses to discipline, suggests one avenue

of modifying children's behaviOr that might minimize their likelihood of
56 .

being abused. Recall that Parke et al. found that children responding

reparati:lely to punishment following a misdeedre'ceived significantly fewer

punitive-sfollow:up responses from adults4han did those behaving defiantly.

Given these results, it seems reasonable to prdpose that efforts aimed at

,mmdifyin4rthildren's responses to punishment likely to set off an escalation
.

process that'iometiMes eventuate in abuse) might decrease the chances

* +'of abuse occurring. Indirect congrmetion of,.the .validity of this proposal

,",can be foundin the recent Work of Patterson'and his colleagues at the-Oregon.
57,58,59,60 o. /

Research" Institute. These investigatorsdemOnstrated thaOarents

and peers can be trained to function quite effectively as reinforcement'
,

,

agents in'creducing the anti-social behavior of particularly disruptive school

age childfen.

There is no reason to believe that school persennel could not_also be

enlisted in efforts to alter a child's abuse eliciting behavior. In fact,

33
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schools and day care centers could ser e as behavior change environments that
r

systematically work to extinguish beha ior likely to elicit abuse while
t "

encouraging less inciteful social responses'i. It is here 'suggested that the
....._

child experiencing such environments would be capable of transferring his
, .. ,

newly acquired social skills to the hoffie.setting. That such skillmight then

influence the parent-child relationship certainly seems.plausible.

As previously discifssea, childrencan haye many.possible abuse eliciting

characteristics over which they have little or no control'. In such cases,

41I t will-be necessary to direct treatment efforts toward.parents. Some pdssible

avenues of such treatment are discussed below.

35,40,44,68
Recent ork by Kennel; Klaus and their ColieagUes -4' suggests that

a sensitive mother-neonate bonding Period may exist during the infant's first

hours and days of life. Workers in the fieleof abuse have repeatedly ob-

served that low birth weight infantshavd an increased likelihood of being'

abused, and Kennel and Klaus, among others, have identified the premature

infant as particularly at risk of being separated at birth from his mother

for Ap extended Period of time. Although the evidence is stip limited,, they

have suggested that such separation impedes the natural process through which
-.= - 43,44 ..t -,

the mother becoMes "attached" to her child. One outcome of suer detachment'

xperience may be the premature infant's' increased likelihood .df being maltreated.

xy
Researchers in this area are therefore encouraging increased contact

between mothers and their infants immediately following,birthm.in hopeS of

fostering the natural bondiftg,process. Such encou agement moves beyond mere.

rooming in during the mother's hospital stay an takes the form 6f-stimulating

mothers.io actively explore their neonates immediately following birth.
, .

.

.
' Furthermore, premature nurseries are being dicouraged to permit parents to

tOuch their children to as great an extent as possible without endangering

41"

3.4
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their live . Data wh ch speaks conclusively to the

.

.question Of whether such bond pipmoting proceduresabtually d ecrease the

incidence .of abuse'in-lOw'birth weight infants. Nevertheless, it seems

.feasible that preventipn strategies such as the one described may minimize

the effect tflat prematurity may haVeon pa'rents,in the'abuse process, eSpecially

if this postpartum sensitive petiod is as important to the establishment of'
.

..

.

!

,the parent-child bond as has been suggegb0. ----

.
.

The recognition that the standard treatment' of prematuie infants may

actually increase thei'r risk status with regard to abuse may have great sig14
---___J ."

nificance for, 61e treatment of handicapped children in general; a population,

it should-be recalled, thft has also been cited as at risk for abuse. If it

is the case, as suggested earlier, that the extra caretaking such infants

require increases the stress parents experience andthus the possibility of

the child berng maltfeated,.then it follows that,parents of such spegial"

childreneed special assistance. =Most -probablY, such, assistance should-begin
"

ea lyn the child's life; parents-should be encouraged not only to explore

J

4

t eii feelings regarding their abnormal child but should also,be aided in0
A

-
coping With the extra demands -such children'will invariably make. By .helping 4

.

V

, *.
,,o

such
parents develop specific skills as well as ''a tolerance-in caring for suth

. .
..

. ..
.,-children, add by assuring, theni of the normality iof many of. their -initially

,

i )%
,

Tej'ctful feelings, it' is suggested that the potentially incit:eful character-,

isti s that place handicapped childNn at greater `risk `with regard to abu.se

.might bellefused.%.

This last proposal can be expanded to include the parents ofallchildren

in-hopes of reducing the incidence of ayj

between a child s Charactristics (e.g.

and a parent's desires or expectations.

44
se stemming froM etpaisible mismatch6

16

activity level, soothabilitY,- cuddliness)

It .is suggested that early in their:

35
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., .

. .

children's lives .parents-be assisted' in developing an awareness, of the
.

unique and individual qualities of their children. The presumption is
... Age.

that with the doper-help such awareness should develop into'a respect and,

hopefully, appreciation of the child Such`that amismatch as discussed

earlier mi44t be prevented from eventuating ip abuse.
. f

,/'

In many respects,"this proposal, founded_uppn he theory that character'

A
'

istics of the child often lead to his abuse, can ye seen as a natural

extension of the socialization for parenthood proposal discussed earlier.
,

In fact, many of the prevention and remediation strategies based upon this=.

theoretical model presume that parents can develop competent parenting

skills that would enable them to better. understand, and thus cope 'pith,

many of the difficulties inherent in the demanding task of child care.

CONCLUSION

flection upon the variouststrategies ofremediation discussed in the

ft
6

second halfof the paper suggests to this writer therati interesting social
64

process labelled "blaming the victim" (after Ryan, ) may be at work in °dr
.

11L" s ,

attempts to tope with child abuse., Programs established to treat the abuser

appear to be-predominantly founded upon the psychiatric model; little con!'

I
certed effort to.eliminate the conditions which increase stress and thereby

,
t

foster abuse can be observed. And it is these factors, the sociological 1

_

model posits, -hih are responsib4 for abusd. fOCu g opr attention'add..
. .

; ,
efforts upon the individual abuser rather. than the, social conditions which

.

foster (e.g.cpoverty)'and possibly even encourage (e.g. cultural attitudes
. . .

-' .- toward'violence and physical punishment) his violent .,,,,Ild aggressive behavior,
.

, ,. .
.

.

. f

.we have not only succeeded in convincing most of the populous that-abuse i$ -
,,

. A , v'. " 0,
0aproblem of individual's, but in so doing have relinquished any social obli-
.

gation to, alter those very conditions- that effect thehigh rate 6fabuse,

30 .,
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-In.making this comment it must be made clear, and thus will be explicitly
:-)

_stated, that the author does not believe the sooiological_analysis of abuse-
.

' to be completely correct.. Rather, as it has been repeatedly Arged in thi,)

4
r, no singldmodel," factort,or set of factors .yet pr9posed can fully

count for the occurrence of abuse. There are families that live under
. - v

P

social stress idenEical to that of abasing families that "do no abuse; parents
/ .

with psychiatric histories similar to abusive parents that do not become

abusers; and children with characteristics Identical to those of abused

children who do not elicit abuse. 'This suggests, ihen, that some dynamic

interplay between adult, societal and child characteristics is at work in

the abusive proceSs.

_Treatment programs and general remediatiOn strategies that hope to have

a significant impact 6n taincidence of child abuse must seriously consi

ell three theoretical models discussed then. To do`so, they must 1n 1

components that'address problems Of the abuser, the victim,of the use,

as well asiOlis family, and the,community and society in which the; reside.

0

I

k

11
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